Learning at Home

with Centennial Infant and Child Centre

Baby Gym
Using a combination of song and positional play there are many activities that you can
do to encourage your baby’s gross motor development. Don't be afraid to sing! Babies
don't care if you are a great singer - they only care that you are singing to THEM.
Emphasize the words and use a bright facial expression. After each song activity, you
can give a little kiss or hug to finish.
1. Start by sitting with your legs bent up and
baby on lap facing you. Start with a rhyme
that incorporates touch or tactile information
to stimulate eye gaze and attention. Try:
"The moon is round as round can be" Circle your baby's face with your finger, from
forehead around cheek, to chin and back up
to other cheek to forehead.
"Two eyes a nose and a mouth - like me" Point to baby's eyes nose and mouth.
2. Either keep the baby on your lap or if it’s awkward, lay them on the floor facing you.
Sing "Pat a cake, pat a cake Bakers man, bake me a cake as fast as you can."
Clap your baby's hands together for the first round and the second round, try clapping
baby's feet. This will help to stimulate tactile sensation.
3. Side lying play is helpful for bringing the hands together. Many children tend to hold
their hands up and away from each other - we need to encourage hands together for
play. Roll your baby from their back to their side while singing "Rock, rock, rock your
boat gently side to side." Try playing on one side for 5 minutes, then singing the song
again and rolling to the other side.
4. From side lying or back position, assist your baby at the hips or legs to roll over their
right side and onto their tummy - then gently roll back. Try the same movement by
assisting them to roll on their left side. While you are rolling them, sing "rolly poly,
rolly poly, roll, roll, roll..."
Remember, these activities are a tiny workout for your baby - by singing, you are
helping your baby to feel calm and comforted. Use songs and tunes you are
comfortable with. Babies feel safe when life is predictable - a song for waking up,
sleeping, exercises and other daily routines helps them to know what's coming
next.
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